
HAIR REAPPLICATION 

Reapplication includes a comprehensive consultation, removal, 
and cleansing of hair addition(s), scalp exfoliation, stress relieving 

aromatherapy experience with scalp massage, shampoo, and 

conditioning, haircut, hair addition(s) reapplication, and a finished style.* 

Women’s Hair Reapplication from $166

from $216

from $226

from $226

w/Single Process Touch-Up

w/Color Balancing  

w/Partial Highlight 

Men’s Hair Reapplication from $125

w/Grey Blending from $155

1-2 Extensions Reapplication from $146

 from $196

from $206

 from $206

w/Single Process Touch-Up w/

Color Balancing

w/Partial Highlight

3-4 Extensions Reapplication from $168

from $218

from $228

from $228

w/Single Process Touch-Up

w/Color Balancing

w/Partial Highlight

from $21

CNC REAPPLICATION 

CNC Reapplication includes a comprehensive consultation, removal, and 

cleansing of CNC in a sonic bath, stress relieving aromatherapy 

experience with scalp massage, shampoo, and conditioning, haircut, 

hair addition(s) reapplication, and a finished style.*

Women’s CNC Reapplication from $208

w/Single Process Touch-Up

w/Color Balancing  

w/Partial Highlight  

Men’s CNC Reapplication from $125

w/Grey Blending from $155

TRICHOLOGICAL TREATMENTS 

Trichological treatments include a comprehensive consultation, scalp 

exfoliation with Vapoozono steamer, lymphatic massage, FDA approved 

light therapy, stress relieving aromatherapy experience with shampoo & 

conditioning, corrective scalp treatment, restructuring hair treatment  

and finished style.

Hair Loss Prevention from $145

Sebum Regulating from $145

Anti-Dandruff & Moisturizing from $145

ADD-ON HAIR/SCALP TREATMENTS

from $31 

from $31 

from  $16 

from $21

Dry Scalp Treatment 

Adds moisture while also reducing dandruff & itch.

Oily Scalp Treatment 

Reduces excessive oil, oily dandruff, smell and itch.

Hair Conditioning Treatment 

Seals cuticle leaving hair silky & smooth

Hair Restructuring Treatment  

from $21

Specifically formulated for deep restructuring/repair of hair.

Brow Waxing 

from $26Brow & Lip Waxing 

SERVICE GUIDE

Additional Maintenance Charge 

Additional time needed for cleaning or detangling,  

long hair, dense hair, or hair not properly 

maintained; may be added to any service at the 

discretion of the Hair Specialist. 

*Color services intended for growing hair only.

Effective January 1, 2024

from $258

from $268

from $268



HAIR DESIGN 

Hair Design includes a comprehensive consultation, stress relieving 

aromatherapy experience with scalp massage, shampoo, conditioning, 

haircut and finished style.

Women’s Hair Design from $70

w/Single Process Touch Up from $145

w/Color Balancing  from $155

w/Partial Highlight  from $155

w/Full Highlight from $182

w/Touch Up & Partial Highlights from $208

w/Balancing Partial Highlights  from $218

Men’s Hair Design from $44

HAIR STYLING

Styling includes a comprehensive consultation, stress relieving 

aromatherapy experience with scalp massage, shampoo, conditioning, 

and finished style.

from $62 

from $41 

 from $44 

Women’s Finish Styling  
Shampoo and blow dry style

Men’s Finish Styling  
Shampoo and blow dry style

Styling with Service 

Styling on daily wear hair addition when 

receiving a color enhancing on growing hair

Additional Styling Charge  from  $21 

Medium to long hair, dense hair, multiple shampoos, straight to curly 

styling with iron, curly to straight styling with iron, styling to growing hair 

during hair system Finish Styling; may be added to any styling service at 

the discretion of the Hair Specialist.

APPOINTMENT DETAILS 

Our therapeutic appointments are designed to provide you with the utmost care and attention. Each service is allotted an appropriate amount of time; 

we ask that you arrive 5 – 10 minutes before your scheduled appointment, allowing time to relax before your service. 

Arriving late to your appointment shortens the allotted time for your service, limiting our ability to provide you and our other guests with superior care. 

Guests who arrive more than 10 minutes late to an appointment may be asked to reschedule.

When scheduling your appointment, we will request a credit card be placed on file to hold your appointment time. We require a 24-hour 
notice for all appointment changes and cancellations.  We reserve the right to charge the full-service fee to the credit card 

on file for any appointments not canceled within 24-hour notice.

Correct · Prevent · Restore 

Your Hair & Scalp

ALL PRICES & SERVICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

COLOR ENHANCING 

Color Enhancing includes a comprehensive consultation, color application, 

stress relieving aromatherapy experience with scalp massage, shampoo, 

conditioning, and finished style.**

Single Process Hair Color Touch Up 
Color on new growth only from $120 

Color Balancing Color on new growth & ends from $130

Partial Highlight Targeted area highlights from $130

Full Highlight All over foils from $150

Color Touch Up with Partial Highlight  
Color on new growth only with targeted area highlights from $176

Color Balancing with Partial Highlight 
from $186 Color on new growth & ends with targeted area highlights 

from $40

per $16

Glossing Color Refresher (add on)  

Hair addition shine enhancing color added onto 

a reapplication service 

Spotlighting (add on) Individual Foils (max 5) 

Additional Color Charge Extra color, multi-color,  

color toning, medium to long hair, test strand coloring; 

may be added to any color service at the discretion of 

the Hair Specialist from $12  

**These services are intended for our guests’ growing hair or guests 

looking to add color to their hair addition.

COLOR ADD-ONS


